Many crucial processes of damage initiation and propagation take place dynamically in the wide observable time domain from 10 -3 seconds to 10 3 seconds and on the many scales from 10 -6 m (solitary defects places) to 10 -2 m (correlated linked network of defects). The new multiscale image and video processing method is used to observe and characterize the dynamic behavior of metals under mechanical deformation, record its surface evolution, and process the observed surface statistical parameters. The calculations include many parameters of physical process and video processing parameters (size distribution, anisotropy, localization, scaling parameters, etc.). The typical multiscale analysis of the dynamic video sequence (with 10 3 -10 6 frames) of deformed metal surface (depicting it time evolution) takes approximately several weeks on a single modern processor. That is why the more powerful computational resources are in extreme need. The free high-performance grid-enabled version of the video processing software is designed and tested in our Desktop Grid (DG) distributed computing infrastructure (DCI).
Introduction
Optical microscopy is usually used for structural characterization of materials in narrow ranges of magnification, small region of interest (ROI), and in static regime. But many crucial processes of damage initiation and propagation take place dynamically in the wide observable time domain from 10 -3 s to 10 3 s and on the many scales from 10 -6 m (solitary defects places) to 10 -2 m (correlated linked network of defects). We used one of them to observe in real-time regime the dynamic behavior of the material under mechanical deformation in loading machine, record its evolution, and apply our multiscale image processing software (MultiscaleIVideoP). Our calculations include many parameters of physical process (process rate, magnification, illumination conditions, hardware filters, etc.) and image processing parameters (size distribution, anisotropy, localization, scaling parameters, etc.), hence the calculations are very slow. That is why we have the extreme need of more powerful computational resources. The distributed computing version of the proposed application MultiscaleIVideoP would have a very wide range of potential users, because modern laboratories has commercial microscopes with digital output connection to PC and perform everyday tasks of complex static and dynamic morphology analysis: in biology, geology, chemistry, physics, materials science, etc.
Experimental
The image processing and morphology analysis of the surface patterns was performed for Al single crystals under constrained uniaxial mechanical deformation (Al single crystals were rigidly attached to underlying alloy specimen under tension with constant rate of 0.1 mm per minute) [1] . We investigated the dynamic behavior of their surface under constrained uniaxial mechanical deformation ( Fig. 1 ) in loading machine, record its evolution by high-speed camera connected to optical microscope, and apply our multiscale image and video processing (MultiscaleIVideoP) application for experimental data processing [2] .
The current common tendency in science is to use the specialized scientific software packages with many standard functions and toolboxes. The essential feature of these software packages is availability of user-friendly interface, where scientists can make research in an interactive manner by means of high-level 4th generation languages (4GL) to reach high efficiency and productivity. Unfortunately, most of such popular software packages do not include functions or services which allow users to take advantage of parallel processing or run as many workers on remote computers as their licensing allows. By many reasons it is not possible to scale up this approach significantly without considerable investments of money and human resources. Recently the distributed computing model on the basis of the BOINC SZTAKI [3] and XtremWeb [4] DG platform for highperformance distributed computing becomes very popular due to feasibility to use donated computing resources of idle PCs and integration with global computing grid. Here we show that a sequential version of the scientific application coded in 4GL could to be easily ported to the parallel version for a distributed computing environment (DCI) as Desktop Grid (DG) by means of BOINC and XtremWeb software. The essential feature of MultiscaleIVideoP application is that it is coded in 4GL (MATLAB® Mcode) and run in an interactive manner in the commercial MATLAB® integrated development environment (IDE) with strict licensing limitations. That is why one of challenges of the work was to develop and test the original alternative way for integration of such MATLAB objects and 4GLcodes in DCI for high-performance distributed computing on the example of image and video processing (Fig. 2) . The details of implementation on DG and test results of this original approach under typical working conditions for MultiscaleIVideoP application were described elsewhere [5] . 
Results
Surface relief evolution of Al single crystals under constrained uniaxial mechanical deformation was captured by video camera (with frame size 640´480 pixels, image acquisition rate of 15 frames per second; the total duration of experiment ~22 minutes; >2´10 4 frames). The original images (Fig. 3) contain the well-known surface features that were qualitatively discussed elsewhere [1] . This work was dedicated to massive quantitative characterization of all video frames with subsequent statistical analysis of the data obtained. The previous results shown several stages of surface evolution from initial state (Fig. 3a) to "band-like" relief ( Fig. 3b) , "crack-like" relief (not cracks!) (Fig. 3c) , "crack-like" network ( Fig. 3d ) just before fracture of underlying alloy specimen. The standard procedures of image analysis (filtering original images, labeling linked surface features, statistical processing, constructing cumulative plots for size and angle distributions) were performed in our DG DCI [5] [6] [7] for each of the video frames (Fig. 4) . a) initial state b) bands-like relief c) "crack-like" features d) "crack-like" network Fig. 4 . Examples of filtered images (Fig. 3 ) demonstrating complexity of image processing.
This analysis has brought to light:
(1) absence of singular peaks in probability distributions of surface feature sizes (that is typical for evolving hierarchical structures) ( Fig. 5a) ;
(2) two qualitatively different regimes in size and angle distributions: steady development (due to defect accumulation) and sharp transitions (due to strain localization).
These regimes are characterized by (a) log-normal shape of size distribution -for steady development and its absence -for sharp transitions; (b) different angle distributions: with diffuse peaks -for steady development, and sharp ones -for sharp transitions (Fig. 5b) .
The normalized cumulative size distributions (Fig. 5a ) demonstrate fluctuating behavior before appearance of "crack-like" relief ( Fig. 4c ) that could be explained by random regime of surface evolution. Then after appearance of "crack-like" relief ( Fig. 4c ) the normalized cumulative size distributions become localized in two domains of cumulative size distribution (in Fig. 5a they are denoted by high density of lines collapsed to 2 dark curves) that could be explained by correlated regime of surface evolution in "band-like" and "crack-like" surface features on many spatial scales.
The normalized angle distributions (Fig. 5b) demonstrate the same tendency: random regime before appearance of "band-like" relief ( Fig. 4b) , and correlated regime of surface evolution after appearance of "band-like" (in Fig. 5b denoted by high density of peaks collapsed to bright high peak
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Materials Structure & Micromechanics of Fracture VI at ~45°±5° to tension direction) and "crack-like" (in Fig. 5b denoted by high density of peaks collapsed to dark high peak at ~90°±15° to tension direction) surface features on many scales. a) cumulative size distributions b) angle distributions Fig. 5 . Evolution of surface feature distributions with time, time scale is denoted by color intensity (see legends); animated plots can be found at [7] .
Conclusions
The previous results demonstrated the stable scale-invariant tendencies for later stages of surface evolution during constrained deformation of Al single crystals in the observed time and space domains. By analysis of size and angle distributions of surface features one can estimate quantitatively their evolution rate and predict spreading damage. For example, now this system is used for fatigue damage estimation of aircraft materials on the basis of the thin film sensor technology [6] . In general, this approach could have a very wide range of potential users, because many modern laboratories have high-resolution microscopes with digital video output connection to PC and perform everyday tasks of complex static and dynamic morphology analysis.
